How can chlamydia diagnoses increase when their complications are declining?
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We have to accept that ecological associations do not provide evidence of effectiveness of interventions

Chlamydia

Chen and colleagues present, in this issue of *STI* (p 318), some apparently paradoxical data about the recent epidemiology of chlamydial infection in New South Wales, Australia—hospital admissions for pelvic inflammatory disease declined in women and rates of epididymo-orchitis remained constant during a period when notifications of chlamydia increased substantially. Their findings differ from the well documented fall in chlamydia complication rates that accompanied reductions in chlamydia notifications in Sweden13 and the United States.5

Clinically trained readers of the journal will easily identify possible explanations for this discrepancy: the proportion of women with pelvic inflammatory disease who are admitted to hospital could be decreasing; increased use of azithromycin might have improved compliance and prevented more complications, despite increasing incidence; while trends in notifications do not represent changes in incidence because only a minority of all infections are diagnosed and reported. The authors have recognised and discussed these possibilities.

Chen *et al.* used readily available health service databases and obtained aggregated numbers of cases of chlamydial complications and of notifications in New South Wales from 1992 to 2001. It is essential for clinicians and other sexual health professionals to understand both the potential and the limitations of ecological data such as these, because they are often used to make or justify health policy and funding decisions. Often they are the only source of data available.14 An ecological study is one in which the unit of analysis is a "group": the group here is the population of women in New South Wales in which changing rates of chlamydia notifications, and of pelvic inflammatory disease diagnoses, are reported. This example illustrates a well known problem with ecological studies. The "ecological fallacy" would be to suggest that an association at the group level represented a causal relation between the two at the level of the individual. Chen *et al.'s* study shows how absurd this inference is: an episode of chlamydia in an individual woman does not protect her from pelvic inflammatory disease. On the contrary, detection and treatment of women with chlamydia prevents pelvic inflammatory disease.7 If, however, the trend in chlamydia rates had decreased it would be very tempting to claim that screening for chlamydia had led to the fall in pelvic inflammatory disease. This is a plausible explanation, which has often been cited in support of introducing chlamydia screening.9

Population level ecological data cannot show that chlamydia screening was directly responsible for the fall in pelvic inflammatory disease rates in Sweden in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In fact, it has been suggested that chlamydia screening in Sweden coincided with falling rates of sexually transmitted infections that were already occurring because of changing sexual behaviour.10 Chlamydial pelvic inflammatory disease rates in Sweden started falling in the late 1970s: Weström suggested that this was the result of more conservative sexual attitudes and behaviours among young people.11 HIV/AIDS prevention campaigns promoting safer sex from 1987 onwards were credited with falling rates of gonorrhea and syphilis in England and Wales,12 and pelvic inflammatory disease in the Netherlands in the 1990s,13 because these countries had no chlamydia screening programmes. And despite continued screening, chlamydia rates have actually been increasing in Sweden since at least 1997,14 in common with countries with no chlamydia control activities. Individual level studies of opportunistic chlamydia screening now suggest that the uptake and frequency of screening in women were not sustained and were insufficient to control transmission.14 The limited involvement of men, and inadequacies of partner notification, have also been suggested as factors reducing the effectiveness of screening.15

This is not to say that ecological studies are without value. A striking example of an ecological study postulating a causal association later shown to be correct was undertaken in the field of STI. Valerie Beral elegantly demonstrated that trends in deaths from cervical cancer in birth cohorts of British women born between 1902 and 1947 exactly paralleled the incidence of gonorrhoea (taken from routine gynaecological clinic data) when those cohorts were 20 years old (fig 1).16 She also showed that male death rates from syphilis in each social or occupational class were strongly associated with cervical cancer death rates in married women in the same class. This study strengthened the hypothesis that cervical cancer was caused by a sexually transmitted agent, and human papillomavirus types 16 and 18 were recognised as carcinogenic viruses in 1995.17

Comparison of time trends between a risk factor and a disease is only one kind of ecological analysis. Population data can also be used to examine associations between rates of sexually transmitted infections and socioeconomic characteristics at area level.18 Ecological studies have, in fact, been proposed as the most appropriate approach to studying the epidemiology of infectious diseases; for sexually transmitted infections the "group" is the sexual partnership.19 Such studies can take into account the characteristics of the partnership as well as the individual. Standard methods of regression analysis have been criticised for failing to take into account the
transmission dynamics of infectious diseases, but multilevel models can now examine variability at the group and individual level simultaneously. This avoids the “atomistic fallacy,” which is the opposite of the ecological fallacy, and occurs when factors which explain variability between individuals within groups might differ from those explaining variability across groups.

Analysis of time trends in sexually transmitted infections is important because these trends can point to the need for interventions, and generate hypotheses about explanations for observed changes. They should not be used to make causal inferences. Chen et al’s study is welcome because the authors have been suitably cautious in their interpretation of the data, and their study highlights the need for denominator testing data in interpreting trends in surveillance data. The interpretation of ecological data on chlamydia screening outcomes, given that chlamydia is a largely asymptomatic pathogen with no unique outcomes, for which tests have only recently become widely available, and for which incidental antibiotic treatment is common, is particularly problematic. Experience in Sweden shows that opportunistic screening targeted mainly at women, with incomplete coverage and no enforcement of a regular screening interval, does not prevent chlamydia transmission. Unfortunately, early signs suggest that these are the characteristics of the new national chlamydia screening programme in England. Advocates of chlamydia screening, sexual health professionals and policy makers have to accept that ecological associations do not provide evidence of effectiveness, and that there is no high quality evidence to show the most effective method of screening for chlamydia and achieving sustained control of transmission. This is a question that only randomised controlled trials with long term follow up can answer.
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